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E In the imperialist countries an4 even in some Third Wmld
lDuntries, there is a plethora of Trotskyist uganizations bom-
,hrding young comrades with idealist nonsense. Sometimes
$rotslcyists succeed in secretly converting certain communist
leaders who then sneak Trotskyism into their "lvlarxism-
llpninism' or even their "ldaoism.' 'When the leaders of a
rplitical org;anization meak Trotslryism into their politics with-
nrt crediting its source, we refer to tlnt organization as "cr5ry-
o-Trotslryist." The premier crypto-Trotskyist organization in
fto\United States is the hogressive Labor Paffy. A slightly
rore subtle imitation is theRCP-USA.
I In ttris article, MIM b,rings ott quotations from Trotsky
lnt made his politics distinctive ftom those of Stalin and lvlao.
ffe also bring out quotations from the RCP-USA, which
#monstrate how the RCP has imported Trotskyisrn into its
ftvlaoism." To loow what RCF Chairperson Bd Avakian was
bing to say in his special50th issue of Revolution in 1981, it
lras only necessary to rcad the worls of Trotsfty himself and
fie Trctskyist Ernest lvlandel's 1978 book The Bitter Fruits of
*ocialism in One Country: From Stalinism to Eurocom-
'wnism.(l)
I It's been some yers since the Communist Party of Peru
mt€red into struggle wrth the RCP-USA, In ttnt struggle, it
has succeeded in geaing the RCP-USA !o cafl ifself "]ylaoist"
md make a number of other quick line changes.

As the people up ftront and close to the RCP's practice,
bwever, MIM rgues thar the RCP has done little to overhaul
rs general political line. For elample, although the RCP calls
he document "deliberafely provocative' and unofficial today,
[e RCP still distribut€s Rwolution No. 50, which openly den-

,s lhe t€r:n 3'ldadsl' Revolution No. 50, called'€onquer
re World: The Internarional Proletuiat Must and Will," is the
CP document that most infiriated the new lvlaoist forces that

Iumed lvIIItA and reading it gives orrc a sense of what it was
fte to be a lvlaoist around the RCP in the early 1980s. Another
pxampte is fre RpP's Blrck Panther pamphlet, which refers to
re "the worting class" of North America with no mention of
perprofie.

rcme of its earlier positions. The Revolutionary'Worker
opposed the NAFTA in loclstep with the CPUSA and Ross
Perot Another article denounced the MIM line on the Euro-
A,merikan wotting class as "counterrevolutionary." (That's
just what MIM was thinking about the CPUSA and Ross
Perot!)

Throughout all the changes in the RCP's line and its
emphases and its local and regional variations, one thing
remains the same - its Trotskyism. The RCP has, like
Trotsky, cbnsistently maintained tirat external conditions are
the basis of contradiction.In dris sense, MIM and the intema-
tional communist movement was much beuer off when the
RCP openly atfacked "Idaoism'and called itself "Marxist-
Leninisl" This was a much more honest position to take than
the medley of views that carne with taking the Peru franchise.
Now the RCP uses the struggle in Peru to adopt a Maoist
veneer witholt cbanging anytldng else in its lineorpactice.
l. Txr gAsts oF coilTRADGfioN

The basis of'contradiction is the most general issue for
Marrists, other than the materialist method iself. Unlike Stalin
and lvfao, Trotsky held that the decisive conditions for the cre-
ation of"socialism existed externalty to each society. This is
not true for the world's opprressed nations, who do not need
chahge forcd on them by the pace of wmld events. Ilonically,
Trotslry's extemal fomrulation is true for the reactionry'labor
aristoaacies Trotrky ryoke for.

First, Trotsky quotes Salin: "'The difference in views lies
in the fact,' says Stalin, 'that the parry considers that these
tintemall contradictions and possible corflicts can be entirely
overcome on drc basis of theinner forces of our revolution,
whereas cornrade Troslqy and the Opposition think ftat these
contradictions and conflicts can be overcome "only on an
international scale, on the aena of the world-wide proletarian
revolution""'(2)

Trotsky then adds,'yes, tlris is prwisely the difference.
One could notex1ress beus and moe corectly fte difference
between national reformism and revolutionry international-
ism. If our internal diffrculties, obstacles, and contradictions,
which are fimdamenally a reflection of world contradictions,
can be setled merely by the 'inner forces oJ our revolution'
without entering 'the argna of of the world-wide proletarian
revolution' then the International is partly a subsidiary and
partly a decoative instinrdon."(3)

Trotsky:

"In our epoch, which is the epoch of imperialism, i-e., of
world *orwmy and world politics under the hegemony of
finance cspltal, not a single communist party csn establish
its program bypoceeding solely or mainly from conditions
and terdencies of developments ful its own country. ... On
August 4, 19tL the death knell sounded for national pro-
grams [a reference to World ]Yu I-MC5I for all time. ...
In the present qnch, to a much larger extent than in the
past, lhe national orientation of the proletariat must and can
flow only from a world orientation and not vi.ce versa"
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Herein lies the basic and primary difference between com-
munist intemationalism and all varieties of national social-
ism."(4)

"It is impermissible, impossible, and absurd to seek a crite-
rion for the 'sufficient minimum' within national states
('Russian prior to 1917') when the whole question is settled
by international dynamics. In this false, arbiqary, isolated
national criterion rests the theoretical basis ofnational nar-
rowness in politics, the precondition for inevitable national-
reformist and social-pafriotric blunders in the future.'(S)

"Our. intemal confradictions, however, which depend direcr
ly on the frend of the European and world struggle, may be
rationally regulated and abated by a conect intemal policy
based on Marxian foresight. But they can be finally over-
come only when the class contradictions will be overcome,
which is out of the question without a victorious revolution
in Europe. Stalin is right. The difference lies precisd on
this point and this is the fundamental difference between
national reformism and revolutionary intemationalism."(6)

Plagiarist Bob Avakian:

' Returning to the question of Mao: also linked to the,gener-
al erroneous tendencies in Mao ..- too much of a counfy by
counbry perspective, the tendency to see things too much in
terms of nations and national sfruggle - something else
that should be reviewed here briefly is confusion and some
of Mao's errors ofi the question of intemal and extprnal, and
in particular the internal basis of chartge and the external
conditions of chafige and how this applies in the relation-
ship between revolutions in particular counfies, on the one
hand, and the overall world sfuggle and the world situation,
on the other. ...

"For example in 'On Contadiction' the way it's present-
ed is that China is the internal and the rest of the world is
the external. And what we've emphasized in opposition to
this is viewing the process of the world historic advance
from the bourgeois epoch to the communist epooh as some-
thing which in fact takes place in an overall sense on a
world scale, is a world process and both arises out of and is
ultimately determined by the fundamental contradiction of
capitalism which, with the advent of imperialism, has
become the fundamental conhadiction of this process on a
world scale. If we want to look to see what is the underlying
and main driving force in terms of the development of revo-
lutionary situations in particular countries at particular
times, then too we have to look to the overall development
of conftadictions on a world soale, flowing out of and ulti-
mately deiermined by this fundamental conftadiction and
not mainly to the development of the conhadictions within
a particular counfiry, because that counhry and the process
there is integrated in an overall way into this larger world
process. It's not simply as it was in the feudal era or the
beginning of the bourgeois era where you had separate
counbies more or less separately developing with interpene-
tration between them; now they've been integrated in&o this
larger process."(7)

"[W]hat has happened in the Soviet Union and China repre-
sents, in its essence, defeats inflicted on the international
proletariat by the international bourgeoisie, and that the
mistakes of the revolutionaries were secondary ...'(8)

The theory.'of a potential resurgence of a new bourge<
within the communist party was a central contributiol
Maoism to communist theory. The above quotation fi
Avakian places him outside of lvlaoism.
ll. Socnlsl,t rN oNE coulnRY

Trotsky: "The conception of the building of socialisr
one country is a social-patriotic conception."(9)

"In the epoch of imperialism it is impossible to approach
the fate of one country in any other way but by taking as a
starting point the tendencies of world development as a
whole in which the individual counhry, with all its national
peculiarities, is included and to which it is subordinat-
ed.'(10)

Bob Avakian: "IMaoism without Leninism is nationa
(and also, in certain contexts, social-chauvinism) and b
geois democracy."(11)

Trotslcy:

"Revolutionary patriotism can only have a class character.
It begins as patriotism to the party organizations, to the
tade union, and rises to state patriotism when the proletari-
at seizes power. Whenever the power is in the hands of the
tvorkers, paEiotism is a revolutionary duty. ... And now it
suddenly appears that the ideal of the socinlist societ5l may
be achieved with the national forces alone. This is .a mortal
blow to the Intemationat.'(12)

"We must tell them that we will enter on the path of real
socialist construction only when the proletariat of the most
advanced counfies will hav.e captured power; that it is nec-
essary to work unremittingly for this, using both levers -
the short lever of our in0emal economic efforts and the long
lever of the intemational proletarian struggle."(13)

Bob Avakian:

"The,re is trhe specific criticism to be made of Mao on the
question of nations, national stuggle and the world revslu-
tion: not only in the Anna Inuise Smong interview and in
'On Policy,' but also in the General Line polemic, the ten-
dency shows up to see things too much counfiy-by-coun0y
separated from each other, too much in terms of nations and
national stuggle, and too much in terms of identifing one
enemy and rallying everybody against it.'(14)

"This crucial question of what happened to the revolution-
ary movement particularly from the mid-'7Os on ... c4nnot
be understood fully or resolved by looking at it country-by-
counhy and hying to figure out what happened to the qlove-
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ment in this country and why didn't we go further here, or
why were we set back there and so on. Again, it's another

"xample 
of how things heve to be looked at first, foremosd

and fundarnentally on an international basis."(15)

"Imagine, for example, what it would have been like if the
revolutionary line in China had been more clearly and firm-
ly an internationalist one and' on that basis, if the revolu-
tionary leadership had been able to mobilize the proletariat
to keep power in China -which such a line could not have
gou.*t"ua but would have made more possible - and then
things erupted the way they did in hau think about where
we would be on that basis now!" (16)

"Since a lot of emphasis has been put on deviations from
Leninism, speoifically lowards nationalism, would Lenin
too have made these deviations.from Leninism if he'd been
around longer to deal with a lot of the real necessity that
arose in the Soviet Union? . . . It should be said' at the same
time that his methodological approach, his grasp and appli-
cation of materialist dialectics, was head and shoulders
(unfortunately) above his successors in the Soviet Union,
and in particular head and shoulders above that of the main
successor - Stalin.'( 17)

III. AlI INTERNATIONAL PARTY?
Trotsky:

'"That is why, for us, the policy of the Comintem dominates
all other questions. Without a correct international policy'
atl the posiible economic successes in the U.S'S'R' will not
save the October Revolution and will not lead to socialism'
To speak more exactly: without a correct intemational poli-
cy, there can be no correct policy in internal affairs either'
for the line is one."(18)

Elsewhere, Trotsky does not explain at length what it
means to have an "international revolutionary party," but sim-
ply proceeds from the obvious need for one. See for example,
"fhi erogram of the Intemational Revolution or a Program of
Sociatism in One Country?" which is the first document in
Trotsky's book titled The Third International After Lenin'

Tiotsky: 'World economy has become a might reality
which holds sway over the economic life of individual coun-
ries and continents. This basic fact alone invests the idea of a
world communist party with a supreme reality."(19)

Trotskyist leader Ernest lvIandel
"No suih struggle is at all possible in the imperialist epoch
unless it is intemational. No consistent international sfiug-
gle is possible without an intemational organization' The
iC"" of'single centre' was profoundly discredited by Stalin
when he converted it into a system of bureaucratic com-
mand by the CPSU' Yet its undistorted form remains the
only alternative for communist militants who really want to
rediscover class independence from the bourgeoisie and the
Soviet bureaucracY.

"Any 'national communism' in a capitalist country is

condemned to become a 'communism' integrated into the
bourgeois state."(20)

RCP-USA: "RIM [the international party led principally
by the RCP-USAI is a decisive element and prerequisite for
victory in the struggle to emancipate the world."(21)

lV. Tne NATIoNAL BouRcEolslE
Trotsky is the grandfather of all supposedly "Marxist"

reductionists that MIM refers to as "fundamentalists" for their
simplistic and dogmatist sress on the fundamental conradic-
tion between classes on the world scale. Trotsky and the reduc-
tionisc refuse to acknowledge the class struggle embodied in
some national sruggles or gender sruggles. For Trotsky, it is
all quite simple: there are oppressed nation proletarians and
there are proletarian women. They engage in class sEuggle
against the bourgeoisie just like their oppressor nation and
male proletarian comrades. The national bourgeoisie is no dif-
ferent than the imperialist bourgeoisie says Trotsky, except
thal it is even more backward.

Trotsky:

"Lenin did not at all place the wars fo-r national liberation
above trlwgeois democratic revolutions as is now done by
Bukharin, [when Bukharin and Stalin shared the same opin-
ions- MC5l after his 180 degree turn' Lenin insisted on a
distinction between an oppressed bourgeois nation and a
bourgeois oPpressor nation. But Lenin nowhere raised and
never could raise the question as if the bourgeoisie of a
colonial or a semi-colonial country in an epoch of struggle
for national liberation must be more progressive and more
revolutionary than the bourgeoisie of a non-colonial country
in the epoch of the democratic revolution."(22)

"The new and absolutely false theory promulgated by
Stalin- Bukhaxin about the 'imminent' revolutionary spirit
of the colonial bourgeoisie is, in substance, a banslation of
Menshevism into the language of Chinese politics' It serves
only to convert the oppressed position of China into an
internal political premium for the Chinese bourgeoisie, and
it throws an additional weight on the scale of the bour-
geoisie against the scale of the trebly oppressed Chinese
proletariat."(23)

"China is still confronted with a vast, bitter, bloody, and
prolonged struggle for such elementary things as the liqui-
dation of the most 'Asiatic' forms of slavery, national
emancipation, and unification of the country. But as the
course of events has shown, it is precisely this that makes
impossible in the future any petty-bourgeois leadership or
evin semi-leadenhip in the revolution. The unification and
emancipation of China today is an intemational task, no less
so than the existence of the U.S.S'R. This task can be
solved only by means of a desperate sftuggle on the part of
the downtodden, hungry, and persecuted masses under the
direct leadership of the proletarian vanguard - a struggle
not only against world imperialism, but also against its eco-
nomic and political agency in China, against the bour-

:'tL
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geoi$ie, including the 'national' bourgeoisie and all its
democratic fl unkeys."(24)

Mao Zedong:

"We are exponents of the theory of the fiansition of the rev-
olution, and not the Trotskyite theory of 'permanent revolu-
tion.' We are for the attainment of socialism by going
through all the necessary stages of the democratic republic.
We are opposed to tailism, but we are also opposed to
adventurism and impetuosity. To reject the participation of
the bourgeoisie in the revolution on the ground that it can
only be temporary and to describe the alliance with anti-
Japanese sections of the bourgeoisie (in a semi-colonial
country) as capitulation is a Trotskyite approach, with
which we cannot agree. Today such an alliance is in fact a
necessary bridge on the way to socialism."(25)

V. No rurw DEMocRATtc srAGE
The first break between new-born lvlaoist forces in the

1980s and the RCP-USA occurred over the question of the
New Democratic stage of revolution in semi-feudal and semi-
colonial countries. The issue was how to criticize the
FMLN/FDR in the early 1980s for its comrption by revision-
ism. The new-born Maoist forces correctly saw that the RCP-
USA showed how not to criticize the FLMN when the RCP-
USA in close discussions with the predecessors to MIM denied
the need for a new democratic stage.

The grandfather of the idea of opposing stages in revolu-
tion is none other than Trotsky. (To be fair to the RCP-USA,
we should point out that there has been some development of
the Third World since Trotsky" duy, but the founders of MIM
found it necessary to establish conqetely that the sitration in
El Salvador remained semi-feudal and semi-colonial.)

Trotsky:

"These fundamental and, at the same time, inconfiovertible
social and political prerequisites of the third Chinese revo-
lution [the next revolution to follow 1928 -MC5] demon-
strate not only that the formula of the democratic dictalor-
ship has hopelessly outlived its usefubess, but also that the
third Chinese revolution, despite the great bachrardness of
China, or more correctly, because of this great backward-
ness as compared with Russia, will not have a 'democratic'
period, not even such a six month period as the Ocfober
Revolution had (November l9t7 ta July 1918); bur it will
be compelled from the very outset to effect the most deci-
sive shake- up and abolitign of bourgeois property in city
and village."(26)

"To save a hopeless position, the resolution of the E.C.CJ.
[Comintern -MC5] (without any connection whatever with
the entire fiend of its thought) rushes in post-hasle to its last
argurnent - taken from imperialism. It appears that the ten-
dency to skip over the borugeois-demooratic stage [what
follows is Trotsky's quote from the 'Stalinist' Comintern -
MC5l -. . . is all the more [!] harmful because such a formu-

lation of the question eliminates [?] the most important
national peculiarity of the Chinese revolution, which is a
semi-colonial revolution.' The only meaning that these
senseless words can have is that the imperialist yoke will be
overthrown by some sort of non-proletarian dictatorship,
But this means that the 'most important national peculiarity'
has been dragged in at the last moment in order to paint the
Chinese national bourgeoisie or the Chinese petty-bourgeois
'democracy' in bright colors."(27)

According to Trotsky, even what he considers the most
backwad countries are capitalist 

i
"All these bespeak the unconditional predominance, the
direct domination of capitalist relations in China. The social
relations of serfdom and semi-serfdom are undeniably very
sEong. They stem in part from the days of feudalism . . .
However, it is capitalist relations that dominate and not
'feudal' (more correctly, serf and, generally, pre-capitalist)
relations. Only thanks to this dominant role of capitalist
relations can we speak seriously of the prospects of prole-
tarian hegemony in the national revolution."(28)

Bob Avakian:

"There is a tendency toward a kind of absolute, mechanical,
metaphysical view that there are two types of counhies in
the world and one of them has one-stage revolutions and the
other has two-stage revolutions and the way you make revo-
lution in a country that has a two-stage revolution is the
way they did it in Chin4 more or less, with some concrete
application Do conditions in your counby. . . . I'm not saying
that fhere's not a lot to thal . . . But as Lenin said, these
boundary lines are conditional and relative, not absolute;
and, despite the general distinction, whether the revolutions
there proceed in one stage or two is also relative and condi-
tional, not absolute, and overall it is more determined by
what's happening in the world as a whole, than it is by
what's happening in one counfiry."(29)

Vl. THe LABoR ARrsrocRAcY
Trotsky accused Stalin and the Comintern of having a line

on the Euro-Amerikan working class that is not unlike MIM's
(except that in 1994 the role of the farmer in North America is
considerably reduced.)

Trotsky:

"Pepper's theory was that the super-profit of American cap-
italism converts the American proletariat into a world labor
aristocracy while the agrarian crisis ruins the farmers and
drives them onto the path of social revolution. According to
Pepper's conception, a paxty of a few'thousand members,
consisting chiefly of immigrants, had to fuse with the farm-
ers through the medium of a bourgeois party and by thus
founding a 'two-class' ffarmers and workers -MC5l party,
insure the socialist revolution in the face of the passivity or
neufality of the proletariat comrpted loy super-profits. This
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insane idea formd eupporters and half-suporters among the
upper leadenhip of the Comintem.'(30)

Trotskyist leadpr.Ernestllandet 'Far from being a minor'
ity, the prolettrlat at we have defined it is a social class that
represents 7O-90Vo of the active population of the Western
imperialist cormtries.'(3 1)

As MIM desgibed in the first section of this article, the
RCP is on record oprposing MIM's line on the labor aristocracy
in favorof the Trotdryistline.

Vll. Revolwon tN Tt{E liiPEBlALtsr couNTRlEs
Trotsky addressing a U.S. ardience:

'The Amerioan soviets would not need to resort to the dras-
tic measures which oipumstances have often imposed upon
the Russians. In the United States, through the soience of
publicity and advertising, you have means for winning the
support ofyour middle class, which were beyond the reach
of the soviets of baokward Russia with its vast majority of
peuperized and iliterate Peasants. This' in addition to your
technical eguipment and your wealth, is the grea&est asset of
your coming Communist Revolution' Your revolution will
be smoother in character than ours; you will not wasle your
energies and resources in costly social conflicts after the
main issues have been decided; and you will move ahead so
much the more rapidly in consequence.'(32)

Bob Avakian:

"Lenin was to! however, being one-sided about this or
adopting a 'third worldist' position, that is, writing offrevo-
lution in tbe West or seeing the only possible thrust of revo-
lution coming fiom the Esst or suggesting that revolution in
the West would only be possible after the flame of revolu-
tion had lit up the entire East (and then perhaps things
would develop in tlre West o where a proletarian revolution
could become possible. This was not Lenin's view and
when it is attributed to him represents a vulgarization of his
achral view, alttrough he did conectly recogn.ize the devel-
opments which we,re really only beginning to assert them-
selves, that is, the shift of the revolutionary center more and
more toward the East'{33)

Flagerer of the middlaclass, Bob Avakian:

'In the experience of the Soviet Union (and of socialism
generally so far), it has not proved possible to fully imple-
ment the potcies adopted by the Paris Commune. . . it has
not been possible b abolish the standing army as an institu-
tion and to replace it with the armed masses themselves.
This is largely owing to what has been spoken to before: the
fact that revolutions leading to socialism have taken place
rnt in industrially developed capitalist counties where the
proletariat is ttn majority of the population (or at least is the
largest class), as Malx and Engels had foreseen, but in tech-
nologically backward countries with large peasant popula

tions where the proletariat is a small minority; these revolu-
tions have occurred not in a number ofcountries all at once
[unless you count Africa, Asia] but more or less in one
country at a time (leaving aside the experience of the
Eastern European countries in the aftermath of World War
II), where there was some transformation in aspects of
social.relations but there was never a real socialist transfor-
mation of society; and socialist states have existed in a
world still dominated by imperialism.'(34)

We're glad Avakian noticed that revolutions have not
occurred all at once; however, he is pointing this out to damn
these revolutions compared with the ones that could hap,pen in
the West. When it comes down to it, Avakian still sees the
labor aristocracy and other middle classes of the imperialist
countries as a better social basis of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat than the peasanfry and urban working classes of the
Third World. The decades of corruption of the imperialist
working class receive no weight in the RCP's calculations
(except when prompted by MIM) and Avakian continues to
speak of the issue of the militia as if the bourgeoisie were
amongst the masses in general and not specifically in the party.
honically this is more true in the imperialist countries than in
the historical experiences to which Avaldan refers. (See MIM
Theory 5 "Diet for a Small Red Plianet," for MIM's review of
the RCP on the "majority" of imperialist country workers.(47))

The issue here is not militia versus standing army, but
what Avakian sees as the best basis for the dictatorship of the
proletrriat. Contradicting Stalin and Mao, Avakian continues
to hold the Trotskyist line that the imperialist country working
class is the best vehicle of revolution

Vlll. Wonl'o Wln ll
Trotsky:

"stalin and his clique, for the sake of an alliance with the
imperialist governments, have completely renounced the
revolutionary prograrn for the emancipation of the cofurnies.
This was openly avowed at the last Congress of Stalin's
party in Moscow, in March of the current year, by
Manuilski one of the leaders of the Comintern, who
declared:

"'The Communists advance to the forefront the struggle
for the realization of the right of self-determination of
nationalities enslaved by fascist govemments. They demand
free self-determination for Ausfria. . . the Sudetan regions. .
. Koreq Formosa, Abyssinia. . . .' And what about India"
Indochina, Algeria, and other colonies of England and
France? The Comintern representative answers this question
as follows: 'The Communists. . . demend of the govem-
ments of the so-called bourgeois democratic states the
immediate [sic] drastic [!] improvement in the living stan-
dards of the toiling masses in the colonies and the granting
of broad democratic rights and liberties to the
colonies."'(35)
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Open Trotskyist Ernest Mandel: "By turning the
Communist International away from its initial objectives and
watedng it down into a docile instrument of Soviet diplomatic
manoeuvres and particularist privileges, the Salinist bureau-
cracy dealt a death blow to proletarian internationalism in the
ranks of the movement it controlled on a world scale."(36)

CryptoTrotskyist Bob Avakian :

"All these policies were frankly a rationalization for and an
attempt to make the communist movement's policy an
extension of the international policy and line of the Soviet
Union. . . . To put it in a nutshell, World War 2 on the pgt
of the Soviet Union, was fought on a patriotic - thaiis
bourgeois-demoqatic--basis. . . . For example, whatever
the Soviet'Union did that turned more revolutionary ele-
ments away from.it when it was carrying out the collective
security in the late '30s (or, for that matter, tumed more
bourgeois-democratio elements awey from it when it made
the pact with Germarry) .- all of it is justified on the most
confradictory bases which can only be reduced to 'it was
goodfortheSovietUnion."(37), ,

t'For example, to move that from the abshaot realm and
make it very concrete, almost everybody who was around at
the time knows the Soviet Union carried out a policy
putting its national interests above everything else in and
around World War 2, and only some cofllmunists are the' ones'who won't accept it, can'iface up to it and will go for
any sort of rationalization to try !o justify not having to

| .. come to terms with a basic simple fact'(38)

ttere Vnvt mudt comment on the absolutely vile amnesia
regarding history that TrotskyisB and Avakian are promoting
on World War tr. The Russian people and disproportionately
its communists in particular gave up 20 million dead fighting
,to defeat the Nazis in the imperialist war - far more than any
other nation -and Avakian doesn't even mention it.

Instead, he claims the Soviet-Union was promoting its
'hational intsrests." Apparently sacrificing 20 million in a war
is not enough internationalism for Avakian. Being just the only
counfry that did not capitulate and join in with Hitler after
being occupied,.that's not internationalism says Avakian. Here
we must make it clear that Stalin and the Comintern did make
ugent calls for support of the Soviet Union and ttrey daserved
every bit of support they got. It was clear to everyone at the
time and anyone who followed Lenin's theory of imperialism
that the Soviet Union was going to be the object of imperialist
attack in a world war. The only question was when. As such,
communists intemationally were correct to make support fof
the Soviet Union a cardinal question. Anyone who couldn't
apply communist principles in practice and support the Soviet
Union didn't deserve the name "communist" no matter how
much rhetoric to the conrary.

Anarchists, Trotskyists and crypto-Trotskyists who have
lived too long in a panuitic environment easily lose sight of

the basic facts and get lost in idealist misrust of all national
and state interests. Given the particular role of U.S. imperial-
ism and its passive working class in not stopping Hitler and the
other imperialists much earlier, Avakian in particular should
be ashamed to make such statemenB even in passing, never
mind in print in a magazine still disributed over a decade later.
Like it or not, the Russian people as the first to make socialist
revolution were going to pay a heavy international price in
World War II, regardless of the policies of Stalin. Despite all
the "maneuvers" that Trotsky and Avakian complain about, the
Russians still gave their fair share in creating some space free
from one of the major imperialist blocs.
lX, TnE tDEALtsr vtEW oF DEFEAT AND SoUEI AtD

Time and again, Trotsky blamed Stalin for the defeat of
revolutions. At the same time, Trotsky accepted no responsi-
bility for the defeat of international revolution. In other words,
Stalinists everywhere berayed revolution when they failed, but
the failures of Trotskyists to make revolution anywhere in ttre i
world were not even mentioned - a double standard possible
to maintain only through perfect idealism. Very strangely
overlooked by the Trotskyists, it was the U.S.S.R. and the
People's Republic of China that supplied coops and mat€rial
supplies for revolutions abroad including in Spain, Korea
(including Chinese troops) and Vietnam, but the Trotskyists
have never provided any such supporL Instead what they pro
vide is historical amnesia in thousands of pages at a time.

Somehow it is the Stalinists guilty of not supporting
armed struggle abroad according to the Trotskyists - who
never led a successful one themselves.

Likewise in the case of Bob Avakian, he criticizes Mao
for supposedly raising not giving armed aid "to a principle."
Nowhere in Revolution No. 50, where he makes this criticism
rcpeatedly, and even on the final page in an effort to sound
tougher than IUao, nowhere does he make historical references
to the actual sacrifices in armed struggle the Chinese under
Mao made. That includes sacrificing hundreds of thousands
dead in the Korean War, something that the masses revere
lvlao for to this day, because his own son died in combat there
and demonstrated that Mao wasn't the kind of ruler that
brought his family special privileges. Instead of making the
facts known and undoing the bourgeois superstructure's brain-
washing, Avakian cate$ to this historical amnesia with tough
Trotarchist rhetoric. When lvlao said he would not attack coun-
ties outside his borders, he did not rule out being invited in by
those countries to defeat imperialist aggression! There's noth-
ing wrong with that principle, and more importantly, there was
nothing wrcng with China's practice, except for the historical-
ly ignorant.

Trotsky:

"We have today a 'theory' which teaches that it is possible
to build socialism completely in one countr5l and that the
correlations of that country with the capitalist world can be
established on the .basis of 'neutralizing' the world bour-



X. Fonmuunnc STRATEGY
Trotsky: "The Soviet proletariat has achieved grandiose

successes, if we take into consideration the conditions under
which they have been acained and ttre low cultural level inher-
ited from the past. But these achievements constitute an
extremely small magnitude on the scales of the socialist
rdeal."(42)

frotsiryist leader Emest Mandel "The notion that all the
living forces of society can gradually be assembled for a long,
perhaps even permanent, siege of the 'capitalist forfress' is an
iOe d.ea*. Cipitalism commands innumerable machine-gun
nests stationed around its 'fortress', within the very social
body that is supposed to be besieging it. Thgse defences permit
no lasting assemblies or sieges of long duration."(43)

geoisie (Stalin). . . . It will be most vitally necessary to
ipread the revolution to dre neighboring counfties and to
roppott insurrections there with arms in hand, not out of
arif abstract considerations of international solidarity'
*hioh in themselves oannot set the classes in motion, but
because of those vital considerations whioh Lenin formulat-
ed hundreds of times-namely, that without timcly aid from
the international revolution, we will be unable to hold
out."(39)

Likewise, Bob Avakian:

"The victory of the Spanish revolution could have opened
op * 

"ro 
ofr"nolutionary overhuns throughout Europe and

so forestalled the present war. But that heroic revolution,
which contained winin itself every possibility of victory,
was smothered in the embrace of the Second and Third
Internationals, with the active cooperation of ttre anarchists'
The world proletariat became poorer in its loss of another
great hope and richer in the lessons of another monstrous
betrayal."

Trotsky:

"The mighty movement of the French proletariat in June'
1936, revealed exoeptionally favorable conditions for the
revolutionuy conquest of power. A French soviet republic
would immediately have gained revolutionary hegemony of
Euope, created revolutionary repercussions in every coun-
try, iocked ttre totaliarian regimes and in this way saved
humanity from the ptesent imperialist slaughter with its
countlesi victims. But ttre thoroughly debased, cowardly
and Eeachelous policies of Leon Blum and Leon Jouhaux
with the activJ support of the French section of the
Comintem, led to ttre collapse of one of the most promising
movements of ttre last decade.'(40)

"Because of the lag of the world revolution, and the fatigue'
and, to a large measue' the backwardness of the Russian
workers andlspecially the Russian peasants, there raised
itself over the Soviet Republic and against its peoples a new
oppressive and parasitic caste whose leader is Stalin'"(4l)

Bob Avakian:
*And the political'point that I want to draw in particular'
besides correcting that point in Mao Tsetung's Im'nnrtal
Conrributions, is refocusing attention on the question of
what is there in the military shategy Mao fought for that
migh! spontaneously at least, lead him away from under-
sh;dingthat in the context of a world war it migtt be cor-
rect to in fact strike out in different directions, viewing the
world as a whole; that is, to oppose the imperialists in gen-
eral and to attemPt to overthrow them wherever possible in
both cartp, of course taking into the account tlre particular
situation in different counrios.'(44)

"Making use of the contradictions among the enemy'
defeating out enemies one by one, etc. was, precisely a cc-
rect potcy in those concrete conditions and it can be, urder
many different conditions, a correct policy, But it is wrong
to elevate this to the level of a general principle'

'Tust to give a simple example, if everybody in this room
but me is a counter-revolutionary and you constitute the
main pillars of reaction in the world and I'm capable of
whipping up on everybody all at once, wlrV should I defeat
yoo in" Uy one? There's no principle th{ slys I should
iefeat you one by one; if I'm capable of defeating you all at
on" ti-", I should just take you all on and wipe you out and
so much ttre better for the intemational proletarial"(45)

Even if Avakian discovers ttre Elliptontrotacious Bomb
(RCP synthesized hot air?), everyone in the room is going o
di" at a Oitretent time. Dialectics is ttre nanre of life' It's not
likely our imperialist enemies arc going !o die *all at once'"

brnest tvtanCet 'uThe working class must fight fot aprole'
tarian intemauorutlpolicy' which means an indeperden! class
policy opposed to any alliance with one ftrtion of imperialisrt
-against anoner. Today this can be expressed in two formulas:
elainst armament (especially nucles almament) and against
tti *ar preparations of any imperialist bourgeoisie! For the
Socialist United States of Europe!"(46)

Order MIM Theory 6, "The Stalin Issue" and MIM
Theory 7, "holetarian Feminist Revolutionary Nationalism on
the Communist Road" to read about why it is necessary to
have unholy alliances - contrary to Avakian, Mandel and
post-Lenin TrotskY.
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